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Volunteer Job Security
By Bettye Miller
Dozens of trees
removed from trails.
Scores of hikers
contacted in the
wilderness.
Thousands of visitors
assisted and
educated. Several
miles of trail
surveyed. The Barton
Flats Visitor Center
cleared enough to
open. It’s been a busy SGWA volunteers rebuild the Vivian Creek Trail where
summer so far.
it was obliterated by winter floods across the Mill
Trail crews have
Creek wash. Photo by Alfredo Zarate
tackled a long agenda of maintenance projects, some of them aimed at
restoring areas heavily damaged by the Lake Fire in 2015. In early June,
volunteers used chainsaws to remove seven large trees across the lower
South Fork Trail, just outside the wilderness boundary.
See Job Security on page 5

Forest Festival on Aug. 17
to Celebrate Smokey’s 75th Birthday
The annual Forest Festival on Aug. 17 will celebrate Smokey Bear’s
75th birthday this year and introduce visitors to opportunities to enjoy
and protect the forest.
The event will be held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Barton Flats Visitor
Center, located on State Highway 38 about seven miles east of Angelus
Oaks. The family-friendly festival is free and open to the public. Picnic
facilities are available. Food and beverages will be available.
Smokey Bear will greet visitors as they use a crosscut saw to create
a “tree cookie” that will then be branded with U.S. Forest Service and
Smokey Bear logo; pan for gold; try their hand at nature crafts; learn
what it takes to serve on a search-and-rescue team; meet experts on
California native plants; and visit with members of SGWA.
See Forest Festival on page 3

Send Us Your Photos
Do you have photos from your SGWA activities
this summer? We’re looking for photographs of
volunteers on patrol, doing trail work, performing
Infra tasks, working at heritage sites, and engaging
with visitors at Ranger Talks and interpretive sites to
include in the 2019 yearbook. They can be silly or
serious and everything inbetween.
Please email your favorite pictures to yearbook
editor Bettye Miller at gorgoniogal@gmail.com by
Sept. 1.

Does your employer match contributions to your favorite nonprofit (i.e., SGWA)? Or does your
employer support in other ways nonprofits where their employees volunteer? Are you a member
of a hiking club that spends time in the San Gorgonio Wilderness? If so, please contact SGWA
Executive Director Val Silva to find out how SGWA might benefit from these programs.
sgwa@earthlink.net

Gifts to the San Gorgonio Wilderness Association help support our efforts to preserve the wilderness and the forest surrounding it. We are
thankful for these supporters whose generosity makes it possible for us to further our mission to serve, protect and educate. This list includes
lifetime members and individuals who have contributed to SGWA since December 2018. If you would like to make a gift in memory of a loved
one or to honor someone special please contact our office at (909) 382-2906, or visit our website at sgwa.org. Gifts may be mailed to: San
Gorgonio Wilderness Association, 34701 Mill Creek Rd., Mentone, CA 92359
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Val Silva
Each season with SGWA brings opportunities and
challenges for SGWA volunteers.
Due to funding cutbacks we were unable to
increase our interpretive programs at Forest Falls,
and the Great Flood of Barton Flats Visitor Center
limited the use of Barton Flats for several months,
also limiting interpretive programs.
Barton Flats Visitor Center is currently limping
along. The walkways and the driveway in the front
were cleared so we can greet the public, and we
have resumed the afternoon programs.
We are excited to host the Forest Festival this
year at Barton Flats once again, although it may be a
little different – we are very beachy-looking with 2
feet of sand everywhere, but volunteers are up for
the challenge. We will have a great time.
Trail work has been really cooking along. We have
had trail projects most weekends, removing many
trees from the trails and getting a lot of really muchneeded brushing done.
Trail patrols have been very active also, helping
people at camp areas and preventing illegal
campfires.
All in all, a very different, but very productive
summer.
Don't forget to sign up on the volunteer calendar
at sgwa.org. We need to know who is coming to
events, and if an event is cancelled, we can let you
know. See you at the Forest Festival Aug. 17.

Forest
Festival
Continued from
page 1
Information also
will be
presented about
Leave No Trace,
a nationwide
program of the Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor
Ethics that emphasizes sustainable no-trace travel
and camping practices.
Nature walks around the visitor center will be
offered as part of a Junior Ranger program, and
visitors will see the power of water as they observe
the tons of sand, rock, and debris that flooded the
visitor center in a torrential Valentine’s Day storm.
Birthday cake will be served as part of Smokey’s
birthday celebration.
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Smokey Bear greets a young visitor to the Forest Festival in
2018.

Smokey Bear
Fun Facts
Since 1944, Smokey Bear has protected America's
forests from human-caused fire. Smokey – one of
the most-loved ambassadors of our time – and his
signature phrase, “Only you can prevent wildfires,”
are truly iconic. His message of wildfire prevention is
the center of the longest-running public service
advertising campaign in American history.
Here are some fun facts about Smokey:
Name: Smokey Bear (not Smokey the Bear)
Kind of bear: Smokey is a black bear.
Weight: Over 300 pounds. Smokey has black bear
relatives who weigh as much as 800 pounds.
Birth weight: Smokey weighed about 1½ pounds.
Favorite clothes: Smokey's favorite clothes are his
personalized ranger hat, blue jeans and belt. Smokey
often stands upright, shovel in hand.
Favorite saying: Only you can prevent wildfires.
Favorite foods: Forest takeout: ants and other
insects, salmon or trout, bark, plants, roots, and
berries. And honey, of course.
Favorite winter activity: Hibernation. Bears will
awake if the weather is warm or if they are
disturbed. They eat a year's worth of food in six to
eight months so they have a layer of fat which keeps
them fed during this winter sleep.
Social media: Smokey is a tech-savvy bear. You can
follow him on various social media platforms at
https://www.facebook.com/smokeybear/,
https://twitter.com/smokey_bear,
https://www.youtube.com/user/Smokeybear, and
https://www.instagram.com/smokeybear/.
ZIP code: Smokey has his own zip code. The
president of the United States is the only other
individual to have their own zip code. You can write
Smokey Bear a letter at Smokey Bear, Washington,
D.C. 20252.
Postage stamp: The U.S. Postal Service gave him his
own postage stamp in 1984.
Live Smokey: The original live Smokey was rescued
from a New Mexico fire in 1952 and sent to live in
the National Zoo in Washington, D.C. In May 1975,
he was retired from public duties, and he passed
away in November 1976. That bear was replaced in
1975 by another orphaned black bear cub, Smokey
II, who died in the summer of 1990. At that time, the
Forest Service decided not to replace Smokey at the
National Zoo.
Source: U.S. Forest Service and Ad Council

Volunteer Profile
David Bratt
By Bettye Miller
David Bratt was a
second-year SGWA
volunteer beginning
tread work with a
crew on the Johns
Meadow Trail when
the ground
shuddered.
“We scrambled to
work out what just
happened,” he recalled. “A large tree trunk had
broken in half. The top part, maybe 25 feet by 2 feet
in diameter, fell, all by itself. No wind, just its time
from rot inside the trunk.”
The tree slammed into the ground just 10 to 15
feet from some of the crew and rolled another 10 to
15 feet onto the trail. Fortunately, no one was
injured.
“We just happened to have a crosscut saw to help
with removing the obstacle from the trail,” Bratt
said, adding that, a year later, an impression remains
in the ground where the trunk landed.
Now in his third season with SGWA, Bratt is a trail
boss, coordinating and guiding other trail volunteers
to work safely.
“One of the main reasons I trail boss is just to be
available if there is a need for a trail boss. And
maybe we will have a few more crew days out on
the trail, keeping them user-friendly as best we can,”
he said. “I believe the trail should be a welcoming
invitation to guide us forward. If it’s convenient
maybe we’ll stay on the trail more. And if we do not
have to think too much about negotiating each
footstep then we're free to look around and see
more of the wilderness during each visit. I think
that’s an important part of SGWA.”
Bratt, a carpenter who builds and renovates
houses, said he joined SGWA to get involved with a
community project and because he wanted to hike
all the trails in the San Gorgonio Wilderness.
“SGWA is a visibly open community of affection
for the San Gorgonio Wilderness,” he added. “That’s
a good thing to pass along.”
See Volunteer Profile on page 5

Job Security
Continued from page 1
Among other projects, trail crews rebuilt the
Vivian Creek trail across the Mill Creek wash where it
was washed out by winter floods and cleared brush
and repaired tread up the trail. They also cleared a
number trees off the Johns Meadow and South Fork
trails. More projects are planned on the San
Bernardino Peak, Vivian Creek and Momyer trails.
“There are more trees down across trails and
more trail tread damage this year than we’ve seen in
many, many years,” reports longtime volunteer John
Flippin. “This is due primarily to four factors: many
beetle-killed trees in recent years are rotting out and
falling, 2015 Lake Fire trees are rotting out enough
to where they are falling, the winds and heavy snows
of our recent wonderful winter have brought down
many more dead and live trees than usual, and
warmer than usual winter storms dropping heavy
eroding rains (rather than snow) on the lower
sections of our Wilderness trails.
“Volunteer job security!”
Executive Director Val Silva reports good patrol
coverage on the trails and at interpretive sites and
programs. And more than a dozen volunteers spent
several days removing enough tons of sand, rock and
debris from the front driveway and pathways to
open the Barton Flats Visitor Center in time for the
Fourth of July weekend.
“There was lots of shovel work and wheelbarrows
full of debris,” she says. “A special thanks to Walt

and Susie Kirkwood for bringing their Bobcat and
tractor.”
At Big Falls, SGWA volunteers are encountering
between 1,500 and 1,800 forest visitors every
weekend and educating them about a new Forest
Order restricting access to the Falls beyond the
observation deck. “We can always use more
volunteers to help educate folks about the danger
and closure, Val says. Greyback Ranger Talks and
Saturday afternoon nature programs at the Barton
Flats Visitor Center continue to be well-received and
campgrounds are full on the weekends, even as
students go back to school.
Volunteers on day and night patrols have
provided great coverage this summer, Val adds, and
“as the snows recede we are seeing more visitors.
It’s fun to see how many people we have in the
woods helping everyone.”

Volunteer Profile

Photo by Kristy Loufek

Continued from page 4
Bratt has become particularly fond of several
locations in the wilderness: Plummer Meadow Creek
crossing (“It’s way back there, the canyon is open
and you can see all around, and there’s a gentle
creek cascading through an inclined meadow next
to the most amazing shield of manzanita); the
“orchid lily garden” on Johns Meadow Trail just
before crossing Forsee Creek; Dragon Head (South
Peak), with its sweeping views of the tarn, Palm
Springs, San Jacinto and Mt. Baldy; Vivian Creek
(“Leveling out after the climb up always feels like
entering into a mini Shangri-La); and South Fork.
“Witnessing the Lake Fire devastation
slowly rejuvenate – my wife, a botanist, said it’s
botanically awesome. How cool is that!”

President’s Corner
Bettye Miller
Growing up, my family loved to camp, and the
Barton Flats area was one of our favorite places to
go. We’d sing corny songs – or what seemed corny
to me at the time – on the long car rides from
Orange County. One of my dad’s favorites was “The
Happy Wanderer.” I still remember the first verse: “I
love to go a-wandering along the mountain track,
And as I go I love to sing, my knapsack on my back.”
I hadn’t thought about that old tune for decades
until I joined SGWA 11 years ago, and every summer
since I’m reminded of camping with my family, my
first weekend backpacking in the San Gorgonio
Wilderness in the 1970s, and my first trail patrol
with SGWA more than 30 years later.
While I don’t hike as much as I used to, that song
sometimes pops into my head when I’m working at
the Barton Flats Visitor Center and recommending
trails that seem best-suited for families with young
children or hikers who want something more
adventurous.
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San Gorgonio Wilderness
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Serve
Protect
Educate

Every SGWA volunteer contributes to the happy
wandering experience of wilderness and visitors to
the surrounding forest in some way. Patrol
volunteers monitor activity on the trails, aid lost
hikers, and provide another layer of fire prevention.
Trail crews remove downed trees and rebuild trails
eroded by heavy winter rains, improving the hiking
experience for children and octogenarians alike.
Volunteers working at interpretive sites issue
overnight wilderness permits, recommend trails,
answer countless questions, and educate the public
through ranger talks, children’s programs, and casual
conversation. Others survey and measure trails, a
task necessary for this forest to receive funding for
maintenance, and work to protect archaeological
sites.
All of us contribute to protecting the San
Gorgonio Wilderness and improving the visitor
experience, whether it’s supporting those who
already cherish the beauty and solitude of pristine
back country, or laying the foundation for children
who we hope will grow up to love this wilderness as
much as we do. All of us contribute to SGWA’s
mission: Protect. Educate. Serve. Happy wanderers
all.
.

